IHF MEMBERSHIP COMMUNITY

IHF FULL MEMBERS

- AMERICAN HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION - AHA
- ASOCIACION COLOMBIANA DE HOSPITALES Y CLINICAS - ACHC / COLOMBIAN ASSOCIATION OF HOSPITALS
- ASSOCIACAO NACIONAL DE HOSPITAIS PRIVADOS - ANAHP / BRAZILIAN ASSOCIATION OF PRIVATE HOSPITALS
- ASSOCIACAO PORTUGUESA PARA O DESENVOLVIMENTO HOSPITALAR - APDH / PORTUGUESE
- ASSOCIATION BELGE DES HOPITAUX - ASBL / BELGIAN ASSOCIATION OF HOSPITALS
- ASSOCIATION FOR HOSPITAL DEVELOPMENT
- AUSTRALIAN HEALTHCARE AND HOSPITALS ASSOCIATION – AHHA
- BRAZILIAN HOSPITAL FEDERATION - FEDERACAO BRASILEIRA DE HOSPITAIS (FBH)
- CONFEDERACION ARGENTINA DE CLINICAS, SANATORIOS Y HOSPITALES – CONFECLISA
- DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH - SOUTH AFRICA
- DUTCH HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION - NVZ VERENIGING VAN ZIEKENHUIZEN
- FEDERAL MINISTRY OF LABOUR, SOCIAL AFFAIRS, HEALTH AND CONSUMER PROTECTION – AUSTRIA
- FEDERATION DES HOPITAUX LUXEMBOURGEOIS ASBL - FHL / LUXEMBURGISCH HOSPITAL FEDERATION
- FEDERATION FRANCAISE DES CENTRES DE LUTTE CONTRE LE CANCER - UNICANCER / FRENCH FEDERATION OF CANCER CENTERS
- FEDERATION HOSPITALIERE DE FRANCE - FHF / FRENCH HOSPITAL FEDERATION
- GERMAN HOSPITAL FEDERATION (DEUTSCHE KRANKENHAUSGESELLSCHAFT) – DKGEV
- H+ LES HOPITAUX DE SUISSE / H+ SUISS HOSPITALS
- HCAC - HEALTH CARE ACCREDITATION COUNCIL
- HEALTHCARE CAN
- HOSPITAL AUTHORITY – HA
- INDONESIAN HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION – PERSI
- JAPAN HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION – JHA
- KOREAN HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION – KHA
- LAGOS STATE HEALTH SERVICE COMMISSION
- MINISTERE DE LA SANTE PUBLIQUE - TUNISIA / MINISTRY OF PUBLIC HEALTH
- MINISTRY OF HEALTH – MOROCCO
- MINISTRY OF HEALTH – OMAN
- NHS CONFEDERATION
- NHS PROVIDERS
- NORWEGIAN HOSPITAL & HEALTH SERVICE ASSOCIATION – NSH
- PHILIPPINES HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION – PHA
- PRIVATE HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION OF JORAN
- SAN THEA, WALLOON AND BRUSSELS FEDERATION OF HEALTH AND SOCIAL CARE ORGANIZATIONS
- SYNDICAT DES HOPITAUX DU LIBAN / UNION OF HOSPITALS FROM LEBANON
- TAIWAN HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION – THA
- THE ASSOCIATION OF FINNISH LOCAL AND REGIONAL AUTHORITIES
UNIO CATALANA D’HOSPITALS - UCH / CATALAN HOSPITAL, HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES ASSOCIATION
ZORGNET-ICURO VZW, FLEMISH NETWORK OF HEALTHCARE ORGANIZATIONS

IHF ASSOCIATE MEMBERS

PREMIER ASSOCIATE MEMBERS

AMERICAN COLLEGE OF HEALTHCARE EXECUTIVES (ACHE)
EVEX MEDICAL CORPORATION
GS1 AISBL
HIMSS
JOINT COMMISSION INTERNATIONAL
VIZIENT

GROUP ASSOCIATE MEMBERS

AGA KHAN GROUP:
AGA KHAN UNIVERSITY – KARACHI
AGA KHAN UNIVERSITY – NAIROBI
FRENCH MEDICAL INSTITUTE FOR CHILDREN (FMIC) – KABUL
AGA KHAN HEALTH SERVICES
AKUH SECONDARY HOSPITALS

STAND-ALONE ASSOCIATE MEMBERS

ALTA SCUOLA DI ECONOMIA E MANAGEMENT DEI SISTEMI SANITARI
ANTWERP UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
ASSOCIAÇÃO PORTUGUESA DE ADMINISTRADORES HOSPITALARES
ASSOCIATION NATIONALE DES CENTRES HOSPITALIERS LOCAUX
AUSTRALASIAN COLLEGE OF HEALTH SERVICE MANAGEMENT
BAJCSY-ZISLINSZKY HOSPITAL AND OUTPATIENT CLINIC
BRUSSELS UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
CAPE COAST TEACHING HOSPITAL
CENTRE HOSPITALIER UNIVERSITAIRE DE LIEGE
CHANG GUNG MEMORIAL HOSPITAL LINKOU
CHANGHUA CHRISTIAN HOSPITAL
CITY HOSPITAL
CLINIQUES UNIVERSITAIRES SAINT-LUC
COLEGIO BRASILEIRO DE EXECUTIVOS DA SAUDE – CBEXs*
COMMONWEALTH HEALTHCARE CORPORATION
CONDE S. JANUÁRIO GENERAL HOSPITAL
DAERIM SAINT MARY’S HOSPITAL
DUBAI HEALTHCARE CITY AUTORITY
EUROPEAN MEDICAL CENTER
FONDATION SANTE SERVICE
GENERAL HOSPITAL FOR STATE SPECIAL SERVANTS
GHENT UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
GIP RESAH-ID
HELLENIC HEALTH SERVICES MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION
HOSPITAL DISTRICT OF HELSINKI AND UUSIMÄN*
HOSPITAL OF ST. JOHN OF GOD
- HOSPITAL PLATO FUNDACIO PRIVADA
- HUNGARIAN HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION
- INDUS VALLEY AYURVEDIC CENTRE
- INSEL GRUPPE AG
- JOINT COMMISSION OF TAIWAN
- KENYATTA NATIONAL HOSPITAL
- KING HUSSEIN CANCER CENTER
- KUOPIO UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
- LEUVEN UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
- LORMA MEDICAL CENTER INC.
- MANILA DOCTORS HOSPITAL
- MEDLAND HEALTH SERVICES ZAMBIA LIMITED
- MINISTRY OF HEALTH OF SAUDI ARABIA
- MYONGJI HOSPITAL
- NATIONAL RESEARCH CENTER FOR CARDIAC SURGERY
- NYEIN HOSPITAL
- ONTARIO SHORES CENTRE FOR MENTAL HEALTH SCIENCES
- OULU UNIVERSITY CENTRAL HOSPITAL
- P D HINDUJA HOSPITAL & MEDICAL RESEARCH CENTRE
- PARKCITY MEDICAL CENTRE
- POLICE HEALTH SERVICES
- PUTRA MEDICAL CENTRE
- SEÑOR STO. NIÑO HOSPITAL
- SEOUL NATIONAL UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
- SHAUKAT KHANUM MEMORIAL TRUST
- SOCIEDAD ESPAÑOLA DE DIRECTIVOS DE LA SALUD – SEDISA
- TAIWAN MEDICAL CENTER ASSOCIATION
- THE HEALTH ROUNDTABLE LIMITED
- THE NAIROBI HOSPITAL
- THUMBAY HOSPITAL LLC
- TURUN YLIOPISTOLLINEN KESKUSAIRAALA
- UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA AT BIRMINGHAM